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THE DENISONIAN SCREWS UP...AGAIN!

-Betsy Wagner, Chief of Staff

Living right next door to the Denisonian is normally a pretty peaceful endeavor 
(listen yadda yadda yadda Bullsheet hates Denisonian and vice versa, yeah, I get 
it but really things are pretty kosher between us). Anyways. Sometimes the 
Denisonian gets a little self conscious that 
 a) we have a larger more engaged reader base and
 b) we are just so funny all of the time ! ! ! (we know you’re thinkin it too!)

So with those insecurities in the forefront of their minds it makes perfect sense 
for them to prank us. I mean, a blow to the Bullsheet’s ego could make anyone 
feel better, that’s why they decided to do this-

Ha. Ha. Ha. Right on our humble front door they added two of their big D 
stickers (these are a symbol of compensation fyi) 

But you know what, ultimately they missed out. In order to be cocky they added 
2 making our label read “DllDeet” not much funny about that. If they had left it 
with just one D though...mindblowing. In this alternate universe it would be call-
ing us the “Dllsheet” or more clearly the “Dullsheet”. 

Man. Now that is a blow to the ego. They would finally hit us to our core. With 
just that one diss call out our repetitiveness in jokes, our inablity to come off as 
relatable, and really just how often our jokes fall flat. 

It would be clever, simple, tasteful, and hit us where it hurts. But nope, the 
Denisonian’s ultimately just can’t be funny. Nice try you guys!



Jack “Yum BBQ chips!” May, Managing Editor

Maggie “Ghosts aren’t real” Bell, Senior Writer
Blythe “want my dj sister to visit” Dahlem, Junior Writer

Emma “new cheesecurd burger at culvers??” Rutherford, Junior Writer 
Lena “I need to get out of here soon!!” Hanrahan, Junior Writer

Evie “wish my cat didn’t just die” Waters, Junior Water
Claire “will everyone on campus ever not be sick” Anderson, Sophomore Writer

Lily “Pigs on the Wing!” Anderson, Sophomore Writer
Mick “Man, that 8:30 sure does always come quick!“ Smith, Sophomore Writer

Betsy “I should be studying!” Wagner, Junior Editor
William “wow water really is good!” Kelsey,  Junior Editor 

Ellie “swipes work!” Schrader, Junior Editor

James “Im gonna open ur honey & take a BIG spoonfull” Whitney, Head Writer 

Staff “Things I’m Thinking About hmmm” Box

HOW TO START A CULT AT DENISON

-Mick Smith, Redhead  *shiver*

Can I fax it 
to ya? Does 
meat cause 
infertility?

1. So the first step that you need to do is to find something that you really care about. Like 
how men (18-22 years old) love beer and dapping people up. You need an idea that brings 
people together and that some people care about. These mission statements will help you 
gain followers.

2. Once you have this you want to create a symbol for your group. For example, use stars 
and the moon, three triangles next to each other, an angel without wings, or even a kite 
could work. Anything to make people want to join and deliver your message.

3. Once you have found your mission statement and symbol it is time to find a leader. 
When picking a leader, you can do multiple things. Yet, the main way is someone every-
one votes on and looks too. Everyone will pay this person a “due” of sorts  in order to gain 
some sort of benefit. For example, a huge case of natty light.

4. Then you need to find a place to worship. This really could be anywhere. For example, 
every Sunday the whole cult can go to a stingy basement that smells like beer and ciga-
rettes and talk about the cult’s mission for that week. Another example is that everyone 
could meet in a house that is privately owned for the cult. Everyone can show up and use 
made up names and sing weird fucking songs.

5. A lot of cults have picked up by doing community outreach. For example, you could all 
come together and create a fake diner in order to feed people, but also give the money to 
a good cause. Now this made up diner doesn’t have to be good, just something, as long as 
you are filling out this part of the plan it’s okay. I mean it can be dog shit, like total dog 
shit.

6. Finally you just need to grow your group. This can happen in a lot of ways, but you 
need to make sure that they are your kind of person. You need to be very nice and see if 
they are the type of people you want to be in the cult. Once you see they are good enough 
to join, tell them you want them. For example, you could give them a little piece of paper 
with your name on it and the symbol of the cult, the person can then say yes or no.
*Editor’s Note: Mick did not provide the images of 
himself when kindly giving this article, but as reading 
through it I was honestly struck with how many of these 
he has done himself! So please, Denison community, be 
on the lookout and recognize this man’s face in case your 
asked to “join a band” or “go thrifting”.


